                     
MDI agenda

(version 6/4/2004)

Comments: 
	The length of each talk should include time for ~ 1 question

Given the limited time for discussion, talks should be posted a.s.a.p. prior to meeting so that we can all look at each other’s work. In this way the discussions before and during meeting will be more efficient. Please send your files to me (bambade@lal.in2p3.fr) and to Olivier Napoly (Olivier.napoly@cea.fr) who will be our summary speaker. 
 

Tuesday March 20  10:30 – 12:00     Chair: Philip Bambade            STATUS/COMMENT

Welcome and presentation of agenda                       5’        OK
P. Bambade                                           

                     IR design and backgrounds


1. Summary of crossing-angle January 19 workshop        15’        OK, includes some
P. Bambade                                                         updates + cross-ref.
                                                                   to relevant talks in  
                                                                   SUSY session and by
                                                                   Lohmann, Drugakov 
                                                                   and Hauptmann

2. Alternative IR geometries for TESLA with small       15’        OK, includes a few
crossing angles (A. vertical, B. horizontal)                       slides contributed  
R. Appleby                                                         by Bambade & Napoly
                                                                   for point B

3. Study of beam background at GLC including            20’        OK, decide who  
estimation by the BDS simulation from the exit                     will speak (Aso
of the LINAC to the beam dump and comments on                      or Tauchi)
the extraction line design                                         
T. Aso or T. Tauchi (partly representing H. Aihara)                                                            
                                                                       
4. Beam-induced background calculation in TESLA with    15’        OK               
l*=4.1m optics and description of new masking scheme                   
with/without 2*10mrad crossing-angle.                                  
K. Büsser (presented by A. Stahl)                        

5. IR Design (collimation, backgrounds,                 20’        OK, includes some
crossing angle)                                                    summarizing 
T. Markiewicz                                                      comments on the   
                                                                   different crossing   
                                                                   angle schemes

                                                    ------------
                                                        90’

Tuesday March 20 15:00 – 16:30        Chair: Mike Woods

6. Physics impact of beam-beam hadron background        20’        OK, includes results
K. Desch                                                           from Barklow, 
                                                                   Murayama and Abe 

                     Very forward instrumentation

7. Summary of Prague workshop on instrumentation in     15’        OK, coordinating 
the very forward region                                            with Hauptman
W. Lohmann                                             

8. Detection of very forward Bhabha events and           5’        OK, includes recent 
electron ID algorithm                                              work on electron ID
V. Drugakov (presented by W. Lohmann continuing                    by Murayama & Graf
                              the previous talk)                   

9. Detector technologies for forward calorimeters       20’        OK, coordinating (quartz fiber–tungsten, Si–W, gas cherenkov–W, PbW04)              with Lohmann
J. Hauptman                                                        

10. Beamstrahlung monitor                               15’        OK, includes a few
N. Delerue                                                         slides contributed  
                                                                   by Bonvicini on his
                                                                   proposal

11. Pair(beam profile) monitor                          15’        OK, includes 
H. Yamamoto                                                        analysis using  
                                                                   pair profiles from
                                                                   the planned 7 mrad  
                                                                   GLC crossing-angle, 
                                                                   (maybe also 20 mrad)

                                                    ------------
                                                        90’


Wednesday March 21 9:30 - 11:00       Chair: Toshiaki Tauchi       

NB: this session may move to the afternoon slot 14:00 – 15:30 the same day 
    (in a swap with AP topics, to enable Olivier Napoly to attend it)


                     Energy precision

12. Energy Spectrometers                                20’        OK, includes 1-2  
M. Hildreth                                                        slides contributed    
                                                                   by Schreiber on DESY
                                                                   design updates

13. Energy spread effects; energy precision             20’        OK
T. Barklow                                             

14. Energy spectrum measurement at the extraction line, 15’        OK
including comments on the GLC extraction line design    
K. Kubo                                               
   
15. Luminosity spectrum extraction from Bhabha events   15’        OK, includes a few
S. Boogert                                                         slides on similar
                                                                   work by Kurihara

16. Reserve; could be used to discuss how we want to    20’        OK, list of relevant
organize future work and collaboration, maybe form                 topics/groups to be
inter-regional working groups on the different topics;             prepared, among 
such discussion would need to be well prepared                     which issues to do 
                                                                   with 2 IRs having ~
                                                                   same lumi & energy,    
                                                                                                                                      one of which with
                                                                   a crossing-angle large
                                                                   enough (30 mrad) to 
                                                                   make possible the 
                                                                   option of a future
                                                                   -collider upgrade

                                                    ------------
                                                        90’

total EU     7(6) talks in  100’
total US     4    talks in   80’
total Asia   4    talks in   65’


